Change Audio Levels in version 14.0  
Posted by LaxBro_310 - 09 Apr 2017 23:35

How do you change the audio in 14.0?

Before I updated it was so simple 🌟

============================================================================

Re: Change Audio Levels in version 14.0  
Posted by briandrys - 09 Apr 2017 23:39

Have a look here:

www.lwks.com/index.php?option=com_kunena&func=view&catid=6&id=141493&amp;Itemid=81#141506

It's worth running a search on the forum for questions like this, most of the V14 operations have been answered in various threads.

============================================================================

Re: Change Audio Levels in version 14.0  
Posted by sanjuro - 13 Apr 2017 08:12

And how do you remove single audio nodes? It doesn't say. Or do you have to use mark and park every time? There's no official user guide for V14 even though everyone on the free license is forced to use it now?

============================================================================

Re: Change Audio Levels in version 14.0  
Posted by hugly - 13 Apr 2017 10:27

Yes, there isn't an official user guide showing all new features of V14 yet, unfortunately.

There are differences between Fixed and Flexible layout.
Deleting single audio nodes and groups of audio nodes is, in my view, easier than before.

In Flexible layout:

1. Ctrl + left-click on one or more audio nodes to select and hit key, or

2. Shift + lasso one or a group of nodes to select and press .

In Edit mode of Fixed layout it's the same as above, in Audio mode it isn't necessary to hold shift key down to lasso.

Hope that helps.

============================================================================

Re: Change Audio Levels in version 14.0
Posted by sanjuro - 13 Apr 2017 12:00

Yes, it did. Thank you!